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New restaurant adds to choices

By Angela L Sorter

southern food that is sure to family-style restaurant in Bowling
be reminiscent of mom's. The Green. However, the dream was
menu will contain items such lost after I lailey Sr.'s father passed
as fried and barbeqiied chicken, away right before they began
catfish.
shrimp,
planning.
whiting and perch,
"Most interest in it.
"If food is Between
llailey Sr. will provide
my mother
the slow-cooked ribs good, people and father, we were
in his own "Memphisthe only ones who
will enjoy know
type" sauce
about it (the
it—taste
"The ribs are just
restaurant plansl,"
something you learn bftds are not he said.
how to do," he said.
So
it wasn't
prejudice." until after his son
Also, the I laileys will
be making-to-order
graduated from the
corned beef. Polish
University in the
Boys, sweet potato MICHAEL HAILEY SR. summer of 2003,
pies and macaroni and
that he began to
CO-OWNER
cheese, just to name a
dream again.
few
After years of
The original concept for cooking on-campus with friends
Ebony's begun in the late and his father, Hailey Ir. decided
1970s when llailey Sr. and his it was time to set up shop with
father dreamed of opening a his dad.

MANAGING [DUOS

It's lime to briii); some homecooked meals into Bowling
Green. This is the reasoning of
father and son duo, Michael
HafleyStand Michael Kafleyjr,
Both alumni of the University;
the Haileys want to give back to
the community a little piece of
dieir family.
"The restaurant is going to
be about family, it was built on
family and we want to promote a
family-oriented environment for
the Bowling Green community."
Ilaileylr. said.
Ebony's Ribs. Ghicken and
Seafood will open tomorrow to a
crowd of excited patrons.
'I've been getting hounded;
people are ready for something
different." he said.
Ebony's will offer home-style

"I didn't think about it until
my son came up to me. He never
knew dial it was a dream of
mine," llailey Sr. said.
Once again, the Hailey team
embarked on setting up an
establishment that would open
its doors to the community and
campus of Bowling Green.
A year later, Ebony's, named
after Hailey Sr.'s 12-year-old
daughter, is opening.
In addition to promoting
family, the restaurant hopes to
promote diversity through the
food they offer.
"We saw that there was a pretty
good market for it," llailey Sr.
said. Though he said that Bowling
Green has a diverse food market,
he wanted to have a restaurant
that was like that in hislxxnetown
of Cleveland
SEAFOOD,PAGE 2

TRASH TIME
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NEW FOOD IN TOWN: (From left to right) Son and Father team, Michael
Hailey Jr. and Michael Hailey Sr. open their new restaurant tomorrow.

Homecoming to
see new changes
because it would attract a broad year's change of events would
audience.
break the mold.
The University Activities
The cost of a comedy show is
"I do think thai doing this this
Organization did not follow also lower than music groups, year opens the doors for being
homecoming tradition this which gives UAO the
creative for the
year by sponsoring a concert, opportunity to save
We're looking following years if
and will host comedian Rickey money and plan
be," she said.
through the need
a concert for the
Smiley instead.
The
money
Preparation for the event spring.
surveys and UAO saved on the
starred last spring when UAO
The
decision
comedy show will
wanting
collected over 1,000 student to have a comebe used to plan a
surveys. The organization then dian rather than a
to do what larger than usual
began to plan a concert based concert benefits both
spring concert,
students
students and the
on the results.
Barhite said.
The artists that students UAO. Barhite said.
wanted last
The organiza"It works out the
wanted were either unavailable
tion has already
spring."
or too expensive for the budget, best way studentbegun
looking
UAO President Brittany Barhite wise and moneyinto artists' availBRITTANY BARHITE
said. The organization did not wise and we still have
ability.
They
UAO PRESIDENT
want to spend money on a an event for people to
couldn't give any
concert that students wouldn't go to," she said.
insight into what
The organization realizes that was being planned, but said
enjoy.
"What would be the point of many students expect a concert they are making choices
spending money on something after the homecoming game, based on what the students
students didn't want or wouldn't bin they are proud to present want.
comedian Rickey Smiley and are
sell?" Barhite said
"We're looking through the
As options grew smaller. UAO confident thai ii will be a great surveys and wanting to do
decided a comedy show would show.
what students wanted last
lie ideal forahomecomingevent
Barhite was glad thai this spring," Barhite said.
By Laren Weber
HEPORTtR
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TAKING OUT THE TRASH: Above, some students take some time out of their day to recycle
some used boxes outside of Mcdonald hall.

Solar panels makes for cheaper power in BG
By Greg Kohlrieset
REPORTER

500 solar Pannels
atop of the ice arena
assist with power.
Essentially, the
University is making
ice from sunlight.
Welcome to Bowling Green,
home of the BGSU Falcons
and the National Tractor Pull
Championships, where ice is
made from the sun and giant
pinwheels dot the landscape.
Planning for the future, the
City of Bowling Green conUnues
its transition to environmentally-friendly renewable energy
sources.
In early September, a bank of
approximately 500 solar panels
atop the roof of the University
ice arena were activated and now
help provide power to the ice
arena.

With solar panels, chemical
reactions are the key.
The solar energy process starts
with sunlight that strikes the panels. A photovoltaic chemical reaction takes place, and DC current
electricity is created. DC current,
or direct current, is energy similar
to that of a battery. That current
flows to an inverter. The inverter
then converts the electricity to
AC current, which is the kind of
electricity used when people plug
appliances into outlets
The ice arena uses compressors
to keep the ice from melting. The
compressors consume a large
portion of the building's electricity, so by using solar energy to
partially power the ice arena, the
University is essentially making
ice from sunlight.
Currendy the solar panels
generate 30 kilowatts of electricity, a very small fraction of the
power needed for die ice arena,
said Daryl Stockburger, Bowling
Green utilities director.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Since the use of solar energy
has just begun at the ice arena,
the full impact of its usage is yet
to be seen.
"It's only been in here such
a short period of time," said
director of die ice arena Randy
Sokoll. "It's kind of difficult to
get any type of reading on what
exactly its impact has been."
The cost of the solar panel proj ect totaled $310,119. Financial
assistance came from multiple
sources. A pricing program called
Bowling GREEN Power generated $215,119. Customers in the
GREEN Power program pay an
extra amount on their power bills
in support of alternative energy
programs. Hal laid Power Systems
also donated the inverter, valued
at $60,000, for the project. The city
also received a grant for $35,000
from the Ohio Department of
Development.
The plan for installing solar
panels on the ice arena began
about three years ago. In order
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to receive the Department of
Development grant, it was
required that the project had to
be on an educational facility or
a building used for educational
purposes.
"That narrowed it down to a
big roof somewhere on a school
or university, and the ice arena
was the most suitable roof at die
time," Stockburger said.
The city plans on using the revenue from the solar panels to add
more panels to the roof each year.
Eventually the ice arena's panels
will have the capacity to produce
250 kilowatts of electricity.
The original proposal for the
solar panels called for installation
of all the solar panels at once,
but the city wasn't able to receive
federal support. As a result, state
and local funds are being used to
complete the project one step at
a time.
In addition to solar power, the
city is also utilizing the strong,
blowing winds of Bowling Green

FRIDAY
Sunny

High: 74'
Low: 42'

SATURDAY

Sunny

Li THE NEWS

and converting it into electricity.
On November 7, 2003, the two
large turbines, which look like
huge fans or pinwheels, began
operation. The giant turbine
structures, standing 390 feet
when the blades are at their highest point, each have the capacity to generate 1,800 kilowatts of
electricity per year.
Two more turbines are currently under construction. The
rotating blades of what will be die
third turbine were installed two
days ago. If all goes well, the turbines should be fully operational
by die beginning of November.
Wind must blow over the
blades at or above nine miles per
hour in order for the them to
produce electricity. If winds fall
below diat level, the blades may
spin, but they won't he producing
electricity.
The current site of the turbines
is owned by the Wood County
Solid Waste District for landfill
purposes. As a result, the land

High: 76'
low: 52'

Ml

has to lie reserved for landfill purposes, but the city is considering lease offers from area farmers
interested in having dieir land
used for wind turbines.
Wind power was chosen
because GREEN power programs
made them economical. The
GREEN power programs help
offset the high cost of GREEN
energy technology, which is significantly higher than generating
power from coal or other fossil
fuels.
With all of the positives of
GREEN energy systems, there are
also a few negatives.
"There is pollution created in
their (solar panels] manufacture,
but once they are installed, over
timcthey offset that," Stockburger
said.
In addition to wind and solar
power, Bowling Green also owns
shares of hydropower from the
Ohio River. The city also
PANELS. PAGE 2
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High: 60"
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High: 64'
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Different is good
SEAFOOD, FROM PAGE 1
"We wanted to bring in the food
uiKlailuirv.T lailey Ir.sakl. "Maybe
the University might benefit from
us being there.'
lire two have no doubt tlieir
business will flourish in the weeks
ahead.
"If food Is good, people will enjoy
it. I think it will be a pleasant change
fromahamburgersand pizza-taste
buds are not prejudice," 1 lailey Sr.
said.
I le even credits the widening of
Woostcr Street to their upcoming
profits.
"I believe they widened the street
just for us." he said.
Ihough all in all, fattier and son
are thankful they can grit something back to the community that
lias fostered several of their family
members' education.
"I've met a lot of different kinds of
people while I've been here," I lailey
jr. said. "There's no doubt that it is
going to lie a success."

Recyclemania begins this month
By Sarah Cox
BEP0R1ER

Battle of Recyclables is not your
everyday conflict. Instead of foreign military bases, the targets
are big brown recycling containers. Instead of weapons, people
are shooting with cans, bottles,
paper and cardboard.
The fight is over fallen trees, lost
resources and overfilled dumping
grounds. The battlefield is close
to home and Is in native territory,
right here on our college campus.
This is the first year University
residence halls will battle it out
to see who can recycle the most
between October and April.
All the residence halls, from
freshman-filled
McDonald
to the largely upper classmendominated Offenhauer towers,
will be graded by the number of
pounds recycled per person.
The residence hall that recycles the most wins the Battle of
Recyclables trophy and gains the

rights to Trash Bash, a Recycling recycling stations so it can be
Department-sponsored party. reused," Wittig said.
The residence hall that recycles
Although the campus has
the least may receive a trashy competed in other recycling
awakening as well.
contests like Recycle Mania,
Recyclable items
the University took a
are collected from
break last year while
"/ have no
residence halls every
the contest spread to
reason
not
week, weighed, and
include 17 universithe total amount
to put my
ties from across the
divided by the numcountry. This is the
recyclable
ber of students living
first recycling conin that building
items in the test at the University
The Recycling
between residence
bin"
Department has
halls.
several goals for
"We decided that
the competition,
a competition closer
ANA
BRIETH.
according to Craig
to home would be
SOPHOMORE
Wittig, Recycling
a great way to get
Coordinator. The
people excited about
first goal is to have a 40 percent recycling," Wittig said.
recycling rate. The second goal
■ Students can see how their
is to promote environmentally residence hall ranks on large
sustainable actions on campus.
scoreboards located in the resi"Our real goal is to get peo- dence hall's main lounge, dinple to take that extra step and ing facilities, and also by checkwalk the potential trash to the ing the Recycling Department

BG NEWS
CORRECTIONS
An article in yesterday's
edition erroneously omitted Dr. Ronald C. Miller of
Bowling Green as a surviving brother of University
sophomore Randy Miller
who died in an off-road
motorcycle
accident
Saturday.
Another article quoted
Mike Kirk of the InterFraternity Council as saying, "Out of control parties and the disruption of
neighborhoods are issues
that need to be addressed.
These problems have been
in existence and want to
find the solution."
Mike Zickar, ward 2 city
councilman, made that
statement.
The BG News appologizes
for these errors.

City takes strides
for cheap power

state participate in wind
purchases electricity gen- projects, more turbines
will go up. but he could
erated from landfill gas.
"It's a diversification not give a specific locathat allows us to have a tion where they would be.
little bit less of our supply
subject to fossil fuel markets," Stockburger said.
Most of the city's focus I FAST FACTS ON ENERGY
has been on completing
Bowling Green gets power
existing projects, so no
from many renewable sources
new projects are specifiincluding:
cally on the board curTwo wind turbines, with two
rently. Stockburger said
more scheduled to be in opera
that as more cities in the
tion by early November.
City purchases electricity
generated from landfill gases
kki KKI kki KKT Kki kki kkr kki kki kkr kkr
-University uses solar power
from panels locate
J Trie Ladies of 'Kajjpa 'Kappa (gamma would z;
-Bowling Green owns shares
life to congratulate and welcome home tfteir
y.
u
of a hydropower plant on the
Ohio River.
'd
?few TAembers!

Web site. The numbers will be
updated on a monthly basis.
Recycling can be an effortless
task for students living on campus, Witting said.
"It is just as convenient to
throw your cans in recycling
bins that are in every residence
hallway and room as it is to
toss them in the trash," Witting
said.
Foron-campus student sophomore Ana Breith, recycling is
just as convenient as the trash
sites.
"When a box is provided
right in my room, I have no
reason not to put my recyclable items in the bin," Breith
said. "That bin is a constant
reminder."
While the event only measures recycled items collected
between residence halls, students are encouraged to recycle their materials on other
parts of campus.

"We've covered just about
every corner of campus with
recycling stations, from classrooms and computer labs to
dining halls and recreational
centers," Wittig said.
Off-campus students are
also encouraged to take the
extra effort to recycle on their
own.
"The hope is that while living on-campus students get
used to recycling, understand
the benefits of doing so and
continue that behavior when
they move," Wittig said.
One option for off-campus students is recycling at
the Bowling Green Recycling
Center, located on N. College
Street. It is open 24 hours
a day. Students who live in
rented houses can acquire
curbside recycling bins that
are picked up by the city free
of charge, according to their
Web site.

FUNINTHEPARK

PANELS, FROM PAGE 1
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EN10YING THE WEATHER i Shown above is Matt Burkholder, enjoying the nice weather with a
game of frisbee before the cold settles in Bowling Green.

ourkey
Kate Cichy
Emily Chassee
Jen Cribbs
Jessica Fisher
Nikki Hale
Erica Hatvani
Lisa Hermiller
Kellie Higgins
Jennifer Hudobu
Ali Kulpa
.INN INN INN

THE TRUTH IS../

Allison Opelt
Rachel Pazdziorko
Jill Phlipot
Tara Plank
Amy Stenger
Hilary Vogui
Sara Whtlacre
Andie Whitmer
Congrats Ladies'.
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THE SH6URR0 CACTUS, fOUIlO in
THE SOUTHUJESTERn URITED STATES
OOESnT GROUI BRflnCHES UnTIL IT
rt
IS 75 VERRS OLD.

INGREDIENTS
SHOULD NEVER

BE SECRET.

POLITICAL ANALYST
NPR SENIOR CORRESPONDENT

r Juan
%
^

'Williams
2004 Currier Lecture:

"An Insider's View from Washington"
(IWIY fOffj

II

SOME THINGS SHOULD IF - LIKE YOUR SECRET LITE OS
0 CRIME FICrlTIM SUPERHERO. BUT rlEV. VOUR F000
mi SHOULDN'T «HIOK HWTHINC SO WITH OUR SIWWICHES.
WE PROMISE WIL RECOGNIZE EVER* DELICIOUS BITE.

W LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN.

SERIOUS SANDWICH DELIVERY

1616 E.W00STER- 419-352-7200

Thoughts on the 2004 Election
Tuesday October 5. 2004
7:30 p.m with reception and book-signing
202B Bowen-Thompson Student Union

1

i

in Williams, a Fox Newsanalyst
and NPR senior correspondent,
as he discusses this .

This ovenl is free and open lo Ihe public

Call the KKV Yearbook at 372-8634 to schedule jour appointment.
Black Swamp Pub 9-5pm Walk-ins 11 111 Hill:

1
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RESIDENCE LIFE PRESENTS SOST' SATURDAY
The Office of Campus Involvement, Residence Life's
Social Justice Task Force and the World Student
Association will present Shepsu Aakhu's "SOST" on
Saturday, Oct. 2, in 206 Bowen-Thompson Student
Union. The doors open at 6:30 p.m. and the play
begins at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

CAMPUS

get a life
^^^ ^m
^^■i^^

The calendar of rvenU is taken from
hrtpJ/ewnts.bgsiLedu/

10a.m. - I2p.ni
LDSSA Recruitment Table
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union lobby

^^^k^Hkrifl^^B ^^^/^r

10a.m. -5p.m.
College Democrats Info Table
Voter Registration
Sponsored by College
Democrats
Bowen-Tlwmpson Student
Union Lobby

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
and BGSU Dining Services
have teamed up to bring you
the exotic taste of fresh made
sushi Thursdays in the
Falcon's Nest 11 a.m. until
daily supply runs out.
Contact: University Dining
Services
The Falcon s Nest on the First
Floor of the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

10a.m. - 6p.m.
Voter Registration Drive
Sponsored by Latino Student
Union
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union Lobby

11:30a.m. -1:30p.m.
BGSU Campus Event
Dodgeball Sign-up
Sponsored by H20
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union Lobby

11a.m.
Sushi Thursdays in the
Falcon's Nest
By Popular Demand...
SUSHI!

2:30p.m.
'Explaining America's Lost
War: The Forty-Year Debate
Over Vietnam''
Presentation by

Dr. Guy Hen.
Sponsored by the Institute for
the Study of Culture and
Society.
Contact: Institute for the
Study of Culture and Society,
419-372-0585
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union 207-Mylander Room
5 - 6p.m.
First 1 lour Specials at the
Black Swamp Pub
The Black Swamp Pub is
offeringa "FirstHour1 special, half off all appetizers
and drinks (excluding bottomless drinks! on
Ihursdaysonly!
Contact: University Dining
Services
Tlie Black Swamp Pub Is
located in tlie Southwest corner of the Bowen-I hompson
Student Union

Brain McRoberts BG News

SAY CHEESE: Kristen Fellows getting ready for her senior picture. The Key Yearbook is sponsoring senior
pictures in the Black Swamp Pub in the Student Union.

fall the KEY Yearbook at 372-8634 to schedule your appointment.
Black Swamp Pub 9-5pm Walk-ins WillK
xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xo
x
b

Chi Omega

Open Recruitment

B&B Welding
Truck & Auto Repair
, A

X

^ 6

^
Weds, and Thur

5* ,<'

Our house is located directly
// behind the Union!

...when words
are never enough.

Now Offering
24 Hour Towing
• Transmission
• All Mechanical
Work
• Brakes

• Tires
• Bearings
• All Farm
Equipment

• Diesel and Gas
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

sstions please contact
■ ^AmJ^/olz @ 419-271 -1670

,/H.ORAl'CIFT.CARDlN C1NTER
-900 NAPOLEON BO. • 41 9.3S1.IM I •

xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn

13040 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

WIN a $50 Shopping Spree
From CUT-RATE Tobacco
C
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"'n»c Specials - Every Week, All NIGHT

R

WEDNESDAY

A

$1- Domestic Drafts

p

B

R

S

$2.50- Bombs Specials-

O
H

M

Bring completed puzzle in to register tor $50.00 shopping spree!
One name will be drawn.
Things you'll find at CUT-RATE Tobacco:
CUT RATE
MTDEW
STATUES
BASIC
PARDON
TOBACCO
DORAL
BEECHNUT
DUTCH
MASTERS
USA GOLD
PALL
MALL
8ELAIR
VEGA FINA
PARLIAMENT
EVE
BUGLER
KENT
PRINCE ALBERT
ZIPP0S
CARTER HALL
RED MAN
KO0L
CENTURY
RED OX
MONTCLAIR
CUESTA REY

NamePhone:
Napoleor
419-599-119

CUT-RATE Tobacco
1180 N. Main St
Bowlinn Green

/

352 5989

Bryan
1419-630-0332

NO COVER
CHARGE 21 AND
OVER
ANY NIGHT
FRIDAY

$2.50- Bombs
$1.75- Molson & Molson
Light

THURSDAY
$150- 16oz Drafts
$1.75-Amaretto Sours

SATURDAY
$1.75- Corona

$1.75- Long Island

WE ARE NOW OPEN ONE HOUR EARLIER from 9PM to 2:30AM every WED - SAT

238 N. Main St., BG

(419)353-7511
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QUOTEiwprrE

OPINION

"/ was in total disbelief. I had to doublecheck my watch because in 27years Id
never seen anything move that fast."
Al Umey, a Minnesota Stale Patrol pilot, on docking a speeding motorcyclist at
205 mil's per hour
{St.PuiPmaPms)

SIAII KOIIOHIAI.

Bowling Greerfs clean energy
Recently, the University activated 500 solar panels on top of
the ice arena.
The production results of the
sc ilar panels is still in question
because use of the panels has
just begun.
The University and city's commitment expanding our Green
Energy program should be commended.
The (lat'ii Energy program
in BCi is the first in Ohio, local
utility customers can pay a
surcharge depending on the

amount of green power they
choose to use.
BG residents should be proud
that the Bowling Green Energy
program ranks in the top ten in
the country.
Money for the solar panels
came from several sources,
including surcharges that green
energy participants paid.
The strong support for green
energy shows the community's
willingness to move forward
technologically.
Ninety percent of Ohio's

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the Bowling Green
Energy program will grow? Send
an Email to thenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think,
or post feeback on our web site.

energy is produced by coal,
which produces carbon dioxide,
which leads to global warming.
Another side effect of energy
produced through coal is

LETTERS 10 THE EDITOR
Announcer
needs emotion
Currently, I am a senior and
strong supporter of Gregg
Brandon and the young men
who follow his lead. As a fan
of I hese athletes and a paying
student to this university, I feel it
is fitting to make you aware of a
concern of mine.
One of the biggest disappointments I noticed at our first home
game of the 2004 season was
the announcing over the loud
speaker.
As a freshman at Bowling
Green, I can remember the
excitement in the announcer's
voice. This was especially apparent when BG got a first down
and the phrase "Falcon first
down'' came out in such a manner that fans would mimic the
animation, exaggeration, and
exact intonation of the announcer's voice.
It was obvious from the very
beginning that this token phrase
had become a fan favorite at the
Doyt.
However, on Sept. 11,2004,
this phrase never even got
dirough the front gates of the
stadium. When the Falcon's
scored their initial first down of
the season, heads turned back to
die announcer's box desperately
searching for the one expression they anticipated hearing;
however, their anticipation was
extinguished when this was not
heard.
Even our star wide receiver,
Cole Magner, had his name
butchered by this announcer.
The new voice of Falcon football lacked die heart and energy
of the previous announcer
throughout the game. To me,
these examples show a lack of
preparation and a lack of love
for the game and die University.
Most importandy, these examples confirm to me the announcer needs to review his announcing style and come back to the
Doyt with some excitement
and love for his Falcon students,
team and coaches.

LAUREN STRITTMATTER
STUDENT

Republicans
do it too
In his letter to the editor on
Wednesday, Matthew Fried
accuses Democrats of trying to
scare die electorate to swing the
election.
What Mr. Fried failed to
address in his lener, however,

was the fact that Republicans
have also used scare tactics to
attempt to swing the election in
dieir favor.
What about Vice President
Dick Cheney saying that if lohn
Kerry is elected, there is a danger
"that we'll get hit again?"
What about House Speaker
Dennis Hasten saying that Al
Qaeda would do better under a
Kerry Administration?
What about Orrin Hatch of
Utah; a senator and chairman of
the Senate ludiciary Committee?
Mr. Hatch has said the terrorists
will do everything they can "to
try and elect Kerry."
The New York Times has called
these tactics "An Un-American
Way to Campaign."
Fried decries these scare tactics when used by Democrats,
but completely ignored the fact
that Republicans are also using
scare tactics.
I agree with Fried; scare tactics have no place in this election. But another thing that's
unacceptable is using a double
standard.
To think that Democrats are
the only ones trying to scare the
electorate is not only incorrect,
it's ignorant.

BRIAN HARING
STUDENT

Column raises
no real issues
Let me begin by assuring my
readers that few people enjoy a
well-placed scatological reference more than I do. Thus, it
is not a small set of words, but
the overall toneofEoinl lowe's
column that motivates me to
respond.
The trend of modem politics
seems to gravitate more and
more toward raw emotion and
less toward reason. That's not to
say one should not vote by their
principles or conscience.
On the other hand, allowing
one's emotions to be manipulated by lofty rhetoric, scathing
personal attacks, mass hysteria
at rallies or scare tactics makes
for dangerously shaky bases for
endorsing or rejecting public
policy.
Calling one's political opponents "dog turds" or "mouthfoaming morons" probably
elicits a smile from those who
may either agree with him or
get a kick out of seeing the word
"turd" in what is assumed to be
a serious publication. But it provokes no substantive thought, as
even an eight-year-old is equally
capable of disliking a public
figure and issuing an uncreative

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

epithet like "dog turd."
Above all, it is most ironic to
find such content under the
title "Discussion of Real Issues is
Missing"
Yes, it was.
I don't think you're unAmerican, Howe; I don't believe
in leveling that charge, either. I
just diink that, frankly, your column was poopy.

acid rain.
The environmental effects are
just one facet of the argument
for green energy.
As evidenced by high oil prices,
and consequently high gas
prices, and the recent California
energy crisis, it is clear that nonrenewable energy resources
can not be depended on in the
future.
The use of green energy allows
the town and University to be
less dependent on less cleaner
sources of energy.

PEOPLE
0NTHE STREET
"Will the party
ordinance affect your
party plans?"

MARISTELLA FEUSTLE
GRADUATE STUDENT

GOP slogan is
immature
After recendy seeing some
of the new shirts the College
Republicans have chosen to
wear on campus, I had to speak.
They read: "Don't be a jackass.
Vote GOP 04." I realize they can
get away with this because they
don't come out and say "jackass,"
but rather cleveriy use a cartoonish looking donkey (the symbol
of the Democratic Party). But, if
you don't think this is what they
imply, you are kidding yourself.
Especially after a couple
members of the group confirmed that is what they mean.
There are many possibilities
for their shirts. "Bush -Cheney
04" would be nice. How about
"Vote Republican"? Or even the
infamous "W." But no, we have
"Don't be a jackass."
Apparendy because 1 believe
in a woman's right to choose,
I'm a jackass. I believe religion
should not dictate public policy;
apparendy I'm a jackass. I'm a
firm believer in union rights;
apparendy I'm a jackass. I don't
want to worry about my father
being shot at with assault weapons while on the job as a police
officer; apparendy I'm a jackass.
I don't appreciate being called
a jackass simply because my
political opinion is different.
I realize there are numerous places where you can get
merchandise that makes fun
of Democrats and Republicans
alike. But, as a student organization that represents the BGSU
community 1 would hope more
caution would be taken when
choosing these types of slogans.
I hope the College
Republicans and any other
group thinking about using
these childish methods to
spread their message will reflect
about how it makes your organization look in the eyes of others.
When someone disagrees with
you, don't resort to name calling.
It's nothing but immature.

DANIELLE PHARES
SOPHOMORE, NURSING

"Yes, I don't want to
be responsible for
everybody's craziness."

JUSTIN BICKLE
GRADUATE STUDENT,
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

"No way, I'm Van
Wilder."

KELLY BURROWS
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED
"Not at all"

TREVOR PAMPLONA
SENIOR, MARKETING

"Absolutely not, I'm a
party liaison."

DAMIEN CLARK
STUDENT
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During this election season,
talk of reducing dependency on
foreign oil, green energy program's may be the answer.
Previously, all of BG's green
energy had been produced by a
hydroelectric power plant located on the Ohio River. Last year,
wind turbines were added to the
green energy program.
Many have noticed the wind
turbines located just outside of
town. Two more are to be added
later this year. Finally, something
good will come out of the vicious,

biting wind that we all experience during the winters here in
our lovely town.
Now with the addition of the
solar panels. BG has diversified
it's green energy resources.
As it stands, green energy cannot replace the power needs of
BG.
1 lowever, the program reinvests funds from the green
energy consumer into the green
energy program. So as more
sign up. Bowling Green Energy
gets more powerful.

Clear Channel's
secret alliance
For the first time in my life, I
was "divinely" exposed to an
insider's meeting of one of the
most powerful corporations
in the U.S. - Clear Channel
Communications.
I knew about their history
with the treatment of animals,
play lists and censorship; but
their plans for die future threw
me for a loop.
Clear Channel, the media
Goliath which swallows local
stations, 86'ed Howard Stem
earlier in the year with their
"zero tolerance" policy, citing one
of his shows as "vulgar, offensive
and insulting, not just to women
and African-Americans but to
anyone with a sense of common
decency."
Listeners had a hard time
distinguishing the episode from
any other of Stem's broadcasts.
Many saw the house-cleaning as an executive response to
Stem's increasing dissent against
President Bush's domestic and
foreign policies.
The station itself has given
hundreds of thousands of dollars to the Republican Party.
They have also banned music
groups like Rage Against the
Machine and the war-opposing
Dixie Chicks from their play lists.
Disc lockeys employed by
Clear Channel were behaving
strangely. A Denver DJ (KPBIFM) was convicted of animal
cruelty for dropping a chicken
from a third-story balcony to see
if it could fly. There was a steer
execution in Wheeling that aired
for more than 100 stations on a
live broadcast. A Clear Channel
D) (KEGL-FM) in Dallas fed a
rabbit to a snake on air.
Then a Tampa 1)1 castrated
and killed a boar in the parking
lot of the station. Clear Channel
suspended Todd "Bubba the
Dive Sponge" Clem only a
week for the stunt, even though,
according to the Washington
Post, the FCC had just previously fined the company
$755,000 for Bubba's radio show
which discussed lewd behavior
between humans and cartoons
among other offensive topics.
I had torgottei i about all that
until I sat down and had my
weekly talk with God last night.
He is usually inaudible but last
night was different.
As I began to pray for money
and hos, a cassene tape suddenly and mysteriously dropped
from the ceiling and landed
in my lap. It was tided "Clear
Channel Special Executive
Meeting 10/20/04". This confused me because that date had
not yet passed, but I disregarded
its novelty and began to play it

#1

JED
HERRINGTON

Opinion Columnist

in my stereo. It was short, but
shocking.
At first I heard a group of
middle-aged men greeting each
other. After close scrutiny I identified one of the speakers as the
president himself.
C.C. EXEC: "Well, what do
you want us to do for the election race finale, George?"
BUSH: "Well hell man, I don't
know. Cheney usually takes care
of that stuff."
CC EXEC: "We were thinking
of how we would play the Bin
I .ulrn card."
BUSH: "What are you talking
about? Did they make poker
cards with Al-Qaeda's faces like
they did Saddam and friends?"
CC EXEC "God George!
Don't they tell you anything?
Rumsfeld has been holding
Bin laden for two years to give
to you for your pre-re-election
surprise."
BUSH: "1 lot damn 1 like surprises. One time daddy got
me a."
CC EXEC: "George! Shut up
and listen. We'll just have to
tell you how its gonna go. We're
planning on having Bubba Clem
host a star-studded extravaganza two nights before the
election."
BUSH: "Hell yeah, Bubba the
lave Sponge'! That guy
kicks ass!"
CC. EXEC: "Yeah we figured
he could pull down Britney
Spears' dress or something and
shoot some cute little... (Phone
rings) lust a second... hello...
yes... what! Alright. (Deep
breath) Okay, it seems your
father traded Bin Laden back
to his parents in Saudi Arabia
because he owed them all that
money from the 80s. I guess
daddy Bin laden misses his
litde Osama."
BUSH: "Dad is quite the family guy, isn't he? (Long pause)
Wait! I got an idea! I see it now.
We dress up some whiny liberal
as Osama and put him backstage. Then after Toby Keith gets
done jammin' out a honky-tonk
version of the Star-Spangled
Banner, we let him beat the lookalike down with his guitar in
front of America! It'll be
awesome!"
CC EXEC: "lust when we
think you're worthless, George,
you come through with absolute genius! Alex set the plan in
motion. We're gonna have
a party."

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to trie Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induced for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor'or "Guest Corumn."Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
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before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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BRIEFING
Manser awarded as
MAC scholar-athlete
BG volleyball player Emily
Manser has been named the
Mid-American Conference's
female scholar-athlete of the
week. This past weekend,
Manser helped BG to their first
2-0 MAC mark since 1988.
Manser is the second Falcon
volleyball player to win the
award as Melissa Mohr won it
two weeks ago.
She played a major role in
handing Toledo their first loss.
Manser, a communications
disorder major, maintains a
perfect 4.0 GPA.

Expos
finally
leaving
Canada

®

WILL
CURITORE
The Italian Stallion

The Expos are moving! Wait,
they're really moving? This time
they're serious?
That's right! Yesterday Major
league Baseball announced
that Washington D.C. and RFK
Memorial Stadium will be the
new home of the Montreal
Expos.
What this means is that the
D.C. area will have a professional baseball team for the first
time since the end of the 1971
season, 33 long years ago.
The history of baseball in
Washington goes like this:
The Washington Senators
were one of the original eight
teams in the newly formed
American league.
They played their games
at Griffith Park, the park that
Mil key Mantle once hit a ball
completely out of.
In their inaugural season, the
Senators finished in sixth place
in the Al. with a record of 6172. They went on to win three
American League pennants ('24,
'25. '331 and one World Series
C24|inD.C
They were pretty mediocre
in terms of record and team
accomplishments lor the rest of
their tenure in the nation's
capital but had some great
individual feats.
There were two no-hitters
pitched by both the legendary
Walter "BigTrain" lohnson back
in 1921, and Bobby Burke in
1931.
Four men have hit for the
cycle while a member of Die
Senators (Otis Clymer in '08,
Goose Goslin in '24, |oe Cronin
in '29, Mickey Vemon in '46).
Odier individual accomplishments included live batting
champions (Ed Delahanty in
'02, Goose Goslin in '28, Buddy
Mver in '35, Mickey Vemon
in '46 and '531 and seven ERA
CURITORE, PAGE 7
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Soccer in season's 2nd half
By Danielle Tanner
SP0«IS SEPORTER

The BG women's soccer team
looks to kick off the second half
of their regular season with a
pan of road wins this weekend. The squad will be facing
Cleveland State on Friday and
Mid-American Conference foe
Akron on Sunday.
The Falcons have not won a
game since their season opener
against Duquesne. They enter
the weekend with a 0-3-1 record
in the MAC, 1-8-1 overall.
The team is improving in the
scoring department, which had
been a problem area through the

first half of the season, luniors
Molly Bremen and Samantha
Meister both had goals in the
Falcon's match against Eastern
Michigan last Sunday.
Playing away from their home
field for the second weekend in
a row should be no problem for
the team.
"If you look at the history of
our results, we actually do better on the road. Why? I can't
tell you. We've always done well
on the road," head coach Andy
Richards said.
The Falcons first stop will beat Cleveland State. 1Tie Vikings
first-year program has yet to win

a game and has been shut out
in the ten matches they have
played so far. Richards is still
expecting a competitive game
Were playing at their place
and I'm sure they'll give us a
good battle," he said.
BG will also be faced with
quality competition from within
the conference when they play
Akron on Sunday. The Zips, who
had a bye this past weekend,
are 1-3-0 in the conference after
beating Marshall 2-1 two weeks
ago an 3-5-0 overall.
"They're a very competitive
team. It will be a tough game
I'm sure," Richards said.

Rugby rolls over
Miami and Toledo
By lames Kuper
GUEST REPORTER

The Bowling Green rugby team
continues to chug along as the
proverbial 900 pound gorilla ot
college rugby
The Falcon niggers virtual))
locked up their twenty third
Mid-American t onl'erence
club rugby championship
by defeating Toledo 41-0 and
Miami University 48-0. At the
same time, BG also won the
first round of the Midwest
regional with the Miami win
while tagging the Red I lawka
with tWO additional losses al
scores of 10-0 and 22-15.
We've been so focused on
going to the nationals the past
few years that winning the
MAC has become almost a
forgotten given," BG head
coach Roger Mazzarella said.
•■piHunriti BGNews
A given or not, there is no
doubt of the Falcons' domi- GOING FOR BROKE: Scrum half Brian Knaupe goes on the attack
nance in the conference. I >u-r against Miami University this past weekend.
die past decade, BG has posted
a 162-4 record in conference falcon attack, gave ground and Yiiinie from the responsibility of being tied to the scrum
points with great reluctance.
play.
"I thought we hung with BG and turn him loose to harass
Their chief rival over the
championship run has been pretty well today." Miami coach and disrupt the oppositions
Miami, who BG has topped in Kevin Kettredge said. "The offense."
Quickly getting down to busidifference was that BG took
69 of their 70 meetings.
"Ain't no Miami whammy in every mistake we made and ness. Staropoli knocked loose a
ball dial was picked up by win
turned it into gold."
rugby," Mazzarella said.
Helping contribute to those I lave I taming! who waltzed in
Miami is showing improvements thanks to a coach- mistakes was the switch of BG untouched to score the onlying change and a new captain Vince Strapoli from points BG would need. live
minutes later, Demings cushcommitment to the sport. This scrum half to flanker.
"We had a good scrum ioned the lead further with
was evident on Saturday.
The RedHawks, obviously half waiting in the wings,"
fooled by the complexity of the Mazzarella said. "This will free
RUGBY, PAGE 6

To prepare for the weekend's
matches, the squad has been
focusing on solving any remaining problems with scoring goals
as well as raising their level of
intensity. The team will attempt
to beat their opponents by playing the games at a high pace.
"We're going to be looking at
playing as quickly as we can. We
want to play as efficiently as we
can and force the pace to beat
some teams," Richards said.
While a few Falcons are battling injuries this week, most
of the team is healthy with the
expected mid-season bumps

and bruises. Keeper lenlfer
Kemahan is lighting a knee Injury and forward Britt Anderson is
recovering from a sore Achilles
tendon.
By far, the strongest element
the falcons bring to the table
this weekend is their confidence
and positive attitude. Richards
has noticed the team's optimism
and confidence.
"I think they're very positive
right now," he said. "They recognize thai they arc playing well."
The Falcons hope to continue
to play well and return home
with two wins.

Volleyball prepares
for coaches return
By Jason A. Dixon
SENIOR REPORTER

The Bowling Green State
volleyball team does not have its
sight set on the Mid-American
Conference Championship.
Although, nine out of 10 wins
and their first 2-0 start in the
conference since 1998 has
revitalized BG, and sent a sense
of calmness and relief over the
program after suffering through
two straight losing seasons.
As evidenced in yesterday's
practice where BG players began
carefully "scheming" a surprise
to welcome coach Denise Van De
Walle back from Athens, Greece.
"We just want a little welcomeback gift, so to speak," junior
Emil>' Manser said smiling. "So,
when she gets back from Greece
... since she's been gone for three
weeks, we just want her to knowthat we care and Uiat we were
thinking about her."
Not to be lost in Van DeWalle's
• return to the sidelines, is the
Falcons' five-game road swing,
which begins with irips to Miami
and Ball State on Friday and
Saturday, respectively.
Manser, who was named MAC
West Player of the Week, said the
team is ready for the challenge.
"I think the mood of the team
has been really optimistic tliis
week," she said. "We're obviously getting confidence, which
needs to be built after the last two
seasons. But it's not like an oxerconfidence, it's a confidence
where we believe that we can
compete with anyone and win."
Winning is something BG has
exacted over the Redl lawks four
out of The last five meetings.

Ben Swanger BG

NE-AS

SPIKE TIME: BG's Emily Manser
spikes a ball against Northern
Illinois this past Saturday while
beating NIU 3-1.
MU (2-9, 0-2) hasn't beaten the
Falcons since 2001.
Head coach Carolyn Condil
acknowledges her team's recent
struggles against BG, but she said
the key will be the RedHawks'
passing and hitting.
"If we can do those two things,
then we should have a successful weekend," she said. "Bowling
Green is a good team. I look al
theirteam and they've been doing
a good share of winning this
year. They are a much improved
team, just like we are. Si it should
be a really good match up this
weekend."
Redshirt senior Tare Buroker
leads MU with 232 kills per game,
VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 6

Tiger calls it quits after seven holes
among six players in the top 50
who withdrew from the American
Tiger Woods felt stiffness in his Express. Fresh off his eighth PGA
back after seven holes yester- Tour victory of the year, Singh
day and decided to call it a day, chose to stay home with his
not wanting to aggravate the family in north Florida to cope
week-old injury and not entire with damage from Hurricane
ly certain he would be able to leanne.
Woods hasn't looked like a
defend his tide in the American
world-beater all year, and he sure
Express Championship.
The way his year has gone, that's didn't look like one Wednesday as
he walked gingerly to the clubjust his luck
Woods had every reason to house for lunch.
He said he hurt his hack a week
look forward to this World Golf
ago Tuesday when he fell asleep
Championship event.
It returns to Mount Juliet, where awkwardly on his private plane
Woods won two years ago by not from New York, where he had
making a bogey until the 72nd spent the day promoting his video
hole and finishing with a 25-under game.
"It's spasmed up and liasn't been
263, matching his lowest 72-hole
the same since," Woods said.
score under par.
He is scheduled to tee off
He has dominated the World
Golf Championships, winning Thursday at 12:50 p.m. with Luke
eight out of 15 since they began Donald and K.|. Choi, although
Woods said there was some doubt
in 1999.
And best of all, he doesn't have he would make it.
"Warm-up session will probably
to worry about Vrjay Singh.
Singh, the No. 1 player in the determine it." he said. "Today, I
world, was the biggest name loosened up in the (fitness) trailer
By Doug Ferguson

THE USSOCIATEO PRESS

AmySincstti AP Photo

HE'S OUT: Tiger Woods reacts after a missed birdie at the Ryder Cup
Sept. 18. Woods said that he would not defend his American Express
Championship title because ot back spasms.
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and 1 went out and hit a few balls.
It was sore, but I could manage
that. Then I just quit after seven.
I didn't want to push it any further. Maybe I'll get some more
treatment on it."
Woods missed the first five
weeks of die 2003 season recovering from surgery on his left
knee. He also hurt his lower
back on the eve of the 2001 Tour
Championship but finished the
tournament and tied for 13th.
"1 was able to play through that.
This one is a little bit different,"
Woods said. "If I'm able to go, I'll
go. If I can't, then I wont I've
never been one to pull out of tournaments and quit just because
I'm physically sore. But if 1 can't
actually swing a golf club, then it's
pretty tough to play."
He said the soreness Ls between
his shoulder blades and it hurts
at impact.
"I'm hitting it much straighter,
but it's not going as far — so I
guess that's a positive," Woods
said, making light of some of his

errant tee shois this year.
If Woods pulls mil it would
further dampen a $7 million
tournament designed 10 bring
together the world's Ix-si players.
Tin- last two Masters champions have withdrawn — Phil
Mickelson lor personal reasons,
Mike Weir with the flu. Nick Price
stayed home in south Florida allc-i
the second hurricane in a month
hit close to home. Kenny Perry
wanted to spend time with his
family and lohn Daly cited a foot

injury
This will beontythcs.-amdiiimthe No. 1 player is not in the field
at a World Golf Championship
event. Woods, No. 1 at the time,
and a host of others defected
from the Accenmre Match Play
Championship in 2001 when it
was played in Australia after the
holidays
"There's still plenty of other players to cover up that loss," Padraig
Harrington said. "Vijay would be
obviously a star attraction, so thai
is a bit of a loss."
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Falcons prepare for Miami
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 5

like we can win if we execute the
game plan and do what we're
folk iwed by Jenna Stalin's 2.33.
supposed to do."
The Red) lawks are at that
Hall State sits in fourth place in
bottom of the conference in the MAC West with a 1-1 record
opponent hitting percentage and a 7-6 overall mark.
(.296) and digs (12.351, but assisThe Cardinals are led by Sarah
tant coach Mark Haidaway said Obras, who is third in the conMLJ's statistics and record may
ference, averaging 4.87 kills and
be misleading.
The KedHawks have faced six Rachel Refenes. the MAC leader
teams which advanced to the in blocks with 1.87 per game
"Ball State is very good,"
2003 NCAA Tournament, including Illinois twice, Georgia Tech, Haidaway said. "I watched them
(Tncinnali and they collected a on tape against Ohio and it was
win over Texas Christian at home. a very good match. They have a
liny may have played the lot of upperclassmen back and
toughest non-conference sched- they're playing preny well right
ule of any team in the MAC," now."
Senior Melissa Mohr, who is
Haidaway said. "People look at
their record and think it's a push third in the conference in blocks
ovei game and people make that at the net with 1.41, said it might
mistake, but I don't think we're be a little adjustment when Van
De Walle coaches Friday night.
going to make thai mistake.
"For the most part, I think
We expect ii to be a good
match," he said. "It's one we feel Coach Hardaway has kept the

same mentality," she said. "He's
been coaching us the same way.
1 think she will be a little more
strict on the little things, which
we've been used to. Hopefully, it
won't be that big of a deal and
everything will fall back into
place how it was."
Hardaway said he enjoyed
coaching the team during Van
DeWalle's absence.
"You just go back to being the
assistant and that's what I came
here to do," he said. "For me, it
was fun and I'm very honored
that Coach Van De Walle had
enough trust to let me watch over
the program while she was gone.
"But 1 am ready for her to come
back," he said. "Tor us to do well
tliis year 1 think she needs to be
back. We need her experience
and her leadership. She does
things in a certain way and I'm
just ready for her to come back."

Rugby looking to win MAC
RUGBY, FROM PAGE 5
a burst up the middle to score
under the posis.
I loping to open up space in
the baiklield, the Falcons turned
theii forwards loose in the latter
par) of the first half. Catching
Miami under defending in
light in the scrum, hooker Rob
Pace, prop Andrew Hughes and
eight-man lohann Ackermann
scored tries to finally break the

game open.
IK half Derek Imes' two
conversions made it 29-0, and a
game that started with so much
promise for the Redflawks was
now looking quite favorable for
ilie Falcons.

BG extended their lead and
finished off Miami 48-0.
While Miami showed some
offensive punch for the first
time all day in the second match,
the result was tempered but no
different as the Falcons won 10-0.
Fullback Ben Gutek swept the
end for a try' while eight man
Bryan Kupper dragged a bevy of
would-be ladders over the goal
line for another.
The Falcons then edged
Miami 22-15 in a scrappy and
hard fought nightcap of the triple header. Wing lames Kuper
bad his best day of his career
when he scored a pair of tries.
Rookie Danny Brandenstein
scored a solo try while Gutek

landed a penalty goal and two
conversions.
The Falcons cnished Toledo
41-0 in a warmup to the MAC
double header with Miami.
Ackennann did the vast majority of damage, scoring three tries
while kicking the conversions for
all three. Center Allen Allied, prop
Bryan LaMore, lock Mike Travis
and eight-man Tyler Tucker all
weighed in with solo tries in BG's
fifth shutout of the season.
Now 12-1, the ninth ranked
Falcons travel to Kalamazoo to
take on Western Michigan in the
final MAC tilt of the year. A victory will leave BG undefeated in the
MAC and give them their 23rd
straight MAC championship.
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Cleveland loses TE
Winslow for season
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Five catches. Two games. TWo
surgeries. Hardly the numbers
KiTlen Winslow )r. expected as
a rookie.
Winslow underwent another
operation on his broken right
leg yesterday, ending the tight
end's first NFL season after
just two games and dealing
the Cleveland Browns another
early-season blow.
The first-round draft pick,
who broke his fibula in a Sept.
19 game at Dallas and had
surgery two days later, will have
ligaments stabilized during the
latest procedure.
Team physician Anthony
Miniaci will do the surgery at
the Cleveland Clinic.
"Our No. 1 concern is Kellen's
healdi and his long-term contrihutum to the Cleveland Browns,"
coach Butch Davis said in a statement luesday. "We know he will
approach his rehabilitation with
the same determination that he
shows on the football field and
look forward to his return for the
2005 season."
Winslow fractured his fibula
— the outer bone in his lower
leg—while scrambling to recover an onside kick in the final
seconds of the Browns' 19-12
loss to the Cowboys.
Last week, the No. 6 overall
selection in this year's draft had
screws and plates inserted to
stabilize the fracture that was
clean through the bone.
Following the surgery, Davis
reported that doctors found no
ligament damage and said there
was a good chance Winslow

Tonytutnrrti AP Photo
HE'S OUT: Cleveland's Kellen Winslow gels carted off the field against
Dallas. The injury was enough to put Winslow out for the season.
would be back sometime in
November.
But after evaluating Winslow,
team doctors decided he
needed more surgery.
"Kellen needs a stabilization
of his syndesmosis (a sprain
of the high ankle ligaments] In
ordet in prevent further laxity,"
head trainer Mike ColeDo said.
An Injury such as Winslow's
can
sometimes
require
additional surgery.
Following a trauma to
the lower leg or ankle, the
syndesmotic joint can become
misleads and painful, requiring
an invasive procedure to aDow
the ligaments to heal properly.
Not only will Winslow not
play again for the Browns in
2004, but he stands to lose a $5.:)
million one-time bonus. As
part of the six-year, $40 million
contract he signed in August.
Winslow had to participate in 35
percent of Cleveland's plays this
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The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
would like to welcome the
following women to our chapter:
Jessica Abbot
Callie Bender
Erin Blankenship
Ashley Burton
Alison Burkhart
Allison Carfrey
Maggie Corder
Adrianne DeVille
Jamie Finelli
Adriane Hamby
Kate Hoffman
Lauren Housley

Ashley Howard
Kristen Koebel
Kersten Koloff
Melissa Konesly
Kristen Kulbis
Kim Logan
Susan Morrison
Ashley Prybelski
Andrea Schmitz
Jamie Shmitz
Vanessa Vitale

season to reach an incentive to
trigger the bonus.
I hi' announcement that
Winslow needs more surgery is yet another blow to the
battered Browns (1-2), who have
lost eight starters to injury in the
season's first three weeks.
In addition to Winslow. defensive end Courtney Brown and
linebacker Ben Taylor are out
for the year with injuries. Taylor
was placed on injured reserve
Tuesday after having a tendon in
his chest reartached by Miniaci.
Although Winslow's first
season as a pro was short, it was
very eventful.
Trie Browns traded up one
spot in April's draft to get the
former University of Miami
Ail-American. Winslow made
ail immediate impression in
mini-camp, wowing Cleveland's
Mil ran players and coaching
staff with his skills.
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The sisters of PM OTD1 would like to recognize the members
of our chapter that earned a SO or above for
the 2004 spring semester:
Amy Biedenbach
Diana Burbante
Becca Clemens
Melissa Dugan
Genna Fine
Melissa Fletcher
Tiffany Gorby

Katie Gordyan
Larissa Hanchuk
Sarah Hart
Claire Hauser
Monica JCristek
Valarie Lambert
Emily Leib

Mamie Molen
Laura Modd
Monica Rodriquez
Amber Shook
Lisa Yearsin

And the members that earned a 4.Qr
Kari Burmeister
Lindsay Lowery
Jen McComba
Sarah Hamen
Michelle Perk
LisaKahle
Heather Kovacs

H
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Analyze This!.

>%•.•,•,

Recognizing and Treating Depression
Wednesday, October 6
7:00 PM
BTSU Room 308
Speakers:
Laura Manzey, PharmD, BCPP, Clinical Education Consultant and
Mark Krautheim, Ph.D., Associate Director, Counseling Center

Everyone Welcome

■Isr

FREE pizza, salad and fruit
provided by Pfizer, Inc.
Sponsored by the Counseling Center, Student Health Service and Pfizer Inc.
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Call (lie M Yearbook at 372-EII to schedule your appointment.
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Washington to provide
a new home for Expos
By loreph While
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Major
League
Baseball
announced yesterday that
Washington would be the new
home of the Montreal Expos,
bringing the national pastime
back to the nation's capital for
the first time in 33 yearsA city
official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said Washington has
been notified by Major league
Baseball of the impending
announcement.
"I think we'll be in a position
where we can have a celebration Itodayl," Mayor Anthony
Williams told WUSA-TV
The announcement will come
one day before the 33rd anniversary of the Washington Senators'
final game. The Senators moved
to Texas after the 1971 season,
which was also the last time a
major league team changed cities.
Baseball has been looking
for a new home for the Expos
since the financially troubled
team was bought by the other
29 major league owners in 2002.
The Washington official said the
bidding group had been told
that baseball had reached an
understanding with Baltimore
Orioles owner Peter Angelos.
who had previously objected to
having a team relocate just 40
miles from his franchise.
Bob DuPuy, baseball's chief
operating officer, did not
return telephone messages
Tuesday night, Angelos refused
comment when reached at
his home, and there was no
confirmation by baseball of a
deal between the commissioner's
office and Angelos.
Las Vegas; Norfolk, Va.;
Monterrey, Mexico; PortIand,Ore.;

and Northern Virginia also made
bids, but Washington clearly took
the lead during negotiations over
recent weeks, strengthened by
its wealthy population base and
a financial package that would
build a new stadium primarily
with taxpayers' money.
The
negotiations
have
produced a 30-page document
that would conditionally award
the Expos to Washington, pending approval by the City Council.
The document had not yet been
signed as of Tuesday night, the
city source told the AP.
Baseball commissioner Bud
Sclig, reached at his Milwaukee
home, declined comment.
Plans call for a $440 million
package that would include a
new ballpark to be built along the
Anacostia River about a dozen
blocks south of the Capitol. The
package also Includes a $13
million refurbishment of RFK
Stadium, where the team would
play for three seasons while the
new facility is being built.
Washington needed an answer
from Major League Baseball
this week because the ballpark
legislation had to be introduced
by Friday in order for it to be
passed by Dec. 31, when terms
expire for several pro-baseball
City Council members.
The move must be approved
by three-quarters of major
league owners and survive legal
challenges by the Expos' former
limited partners.
After the announcement,
the process of selling the Expos
will start. A group that includes
former Rangers partner Fred
Malek has been seeking a
Washington franchise for five
years. In addition, several baseball officials have said in the past

Expos attempt to
replace original
Senators in D.C.
CURITDRE. FROM PAGE X

Ryan Remiorz AP Photo

SAYING GOODBYE: An Expos fan wears a T-Shirt reading Save Our
Expos at their game against the Marlins this past Monday.

week that Stan Kasten, former
president of the Atlanta Braves.
1 lawks and Thrashers, might be
trying to assemble a group.
The original Senators played
in Washington from 1901-60
before moving to Minnesota
to become the Twins. The
expansion Senators called
Washington home from 1961-71
before moving to Texas.
In the Senators' last game, on
Sept. 30, 1971, they led the New
York Yankees 7-5 with two outs
in the ninth inning when fans
wseeking souvenirs went on the

RFK Stadium field, which could
not be cleared. The Yankees
wound up winning the game in
a forfeit.
The Rangers retain ownership of the name "Washington
Senators," baseball spokesman Carmine Tiso said after
consulting with Ethan Orlinsky, a
lawyer for Major League Baseball
Properties, the sport's licensing
division.
Montreal's last home game is
scheduled for Wednesday night
against Florida Monday's series
opener drew a crowd of 3,923 to

champions (Walter lohnson in
'12,'13,'18,'19,and'24aswell
as Stan Coveleski in '25 and
Gariand Braxton in '28).
lohnson also led the league
in strikeouts 12 times in a
15-year span, including eight
years in a row from 1912 to
1919.
On the hitting end, both Roy
Sievers C57) and Hall of Famer
Harmon Killebrew ('59) won
the home run title only a few
seasons before the team
left D.C.
The original Washington
Senators played in the capital
city from 1901 to 1960.
In 1961 they moved to the
Minneapolis/St. Paul area and
became the Minnesota Twins.
1 lowever, during the big
expansion boom of the 1960s,
a new team, who were also
named the Senators, were
given to the city of Washington,
D.C. The "new" Senators would
play at Robert E Kennedy
Memorial Stadium.
This team, though one of
their managers was Hall of
Fame slugger Ted Williams, was
quickly dismissed and thought
of as forgettable.
The team, which began play
in 1961, lost 100 games in each
of their first four seasons and
were fundamentally inept at
most, if not all aspects, of the
game until 1972 when they
were moved to Arlington, Texas
and Turnpike Stadium (which
would eventually be renamed
"Arlington Stadium").
The Senators actually did
have one winning season
in 1969, going 86-76, but did
not have success in any other
of their other 11 seasons in

Washington D.C.
The Expos played their
last game in Montreal's Le
Stade Olympique (French for
"Olympic Stadium"! last night
against former owner Jeffrey
Loria and the Florida Marlins.
Last night's home contest
came the day before the 33rd
anniversary of the last professional baseball game played
in the Greater Washington D.C.
area.
As for the city of Montreal,
they've had dieir moments.
They won one division title
back in 1981.
They've been the home for
some of the greatest players in
baseball history such as Andre
Dawson, Rusty Staub, and Hall
of Famer Gary Carter.
Also, they had by far the best
record in baseball in 1994, but
the strike did away with that
and the fans of Montreal could
only fathom what might have
been.
That Expos team had the
likes of Larry Walker, Moises
Alou, Marquis Grissom, lohn
Wetteland. Ken I lill, and of
course Pedro Martinez, who
would go on to win his first Cy
Young in 1997.
Well, now it's DCs turn.
It's team #3 if you're keeping
count. The first was around for
a while and did a descent bit of
damage.
The second did absolutely
no damage.
The team they will field next
year currendy has the worst
record in the National League
coming into die final weekend of the season. Will a new
address (hopefully permanent)
save this squad? See you at
RFK

Tune into 88.1
OCT. 2"°

BG Football^ Temple
with

1:00 Zlggy laomba'a Counldawn
to Uck-off Show
1:00 Klck-ofl Lin ham Lincoln Flnaaclal Fl.ld

Throttle down and pull into the pit stop at
McDonald Main Dining for
a NASCAR-themed dinner.
123 1/2 S. Main #B: Beautiful brand new one bdrm. apt.
above a downtown business. HUGE window lacing Main
St. Central air conditioning, dishwasher, washer/dryer on
premises. Graduate and professional housing only! Nonsmoking living establishment. Available November 1st.
$600.00 per mo. ♦ water, sewer and electric.

II You Care To Eat Buffet only S7.95

123 1/2 S. Main #C & #D: Beautiful brand new ono
bdrm. apts. above a downtown business. Skylights, central
air conditioning, dishwasher, washer/dryer on premises.
Graduate and professional housing only' Non-smoking
living establishment. Available November 1st. $500.00 per
mo. + water, sewer and electric.
609 Second St: Three bdrm. unfurn. house. Double living room and off-street parking. $690.00 per mo. + utilities.

332 S. Main St.

NFWIPVE
V==
Ktiil;.ls-

tour only offi

352.5620

email us:
newloveinlo@newloverentals.com

(all the KKY Yearbook at %?HM\ to schedule your appointment.
Mark Swamp Pub 9-.lpm Walk-ins WiMM
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Handgun ownership
approved, city up in arms
ByJimAbrams

The legislation would lift the
ban on handgun ownership. It
also would allow people to have
other weapons, that are not illegal under federal law.
The measure would mean an
end to requirements that fireanus be registered and that rifles
and shotguns kept in |>eople's
homes be stored unloaded and
disassembled or locked.
Supporters said the district's
laws \ lolate Second Amendment
rights to bear arms. The laws
"discriminate against the bloodliought right to keep and bear
arms that is enshrined in the
Constitution," said Rep. Mike
Pence, R-Ind
It was also argued that, with
guns available in neighboring
Virginia and elsewhere, the ban
has been ineffective in stopping
violence. But there was strong
opposition from city officials and

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - The House
voted yesterday to end a 28-year
ban mi handgun ownership in
the nation's capital, brushing
aside pleas from city officials
concerned about a surge in violence and more'heavily armed
criminals,
"The District of Columbia
handgun ban has tailed. It has
tailed miserably,'' said Hep. Mark
Souder, R-lnd., sponsor of the bill
that passed 250-171.
h is unlike!) the Senate will
take up the measure this year.
Democratic opponents said
the vote was timed to force lawmakers into a tough position on
gun control ahead of the Nov. 2
election. Fifty-two Democrats
voted toi lifting tlic ban and
22 Republicans voted against
the bill

Classified Ads
372-6977
n.
st
BCJ

Help Wanted

In an effort to better serve students.
The Student Health Sen/ice is offering New and Extended hours for Ihe
Fall Semester: Mon. Tues , Thurs.,
& Fri-8:00 am-5:30 pm and Wed
9:20 am-7:30 pm.

Hiring Leasing Consultants.
Send resume to:
beeian@cbeech.com

Wanted

1994 Dodge Shadow New tires.
brakes. Needs some work. $250.
Call 419-214-4753.

■

■

■

■

■
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Subteaser needed Rent S410 mo.
Close to University
Call 419-353-1618

in intuit All

Help Wanted

Travel

2 families in Perrysburg are looking
lor a nanny to share for care in their
home of a 3 and 11 mo. old, starling
in Nov. Early Childhood Educ.
and/or child care exp. pref. Send resume and 3 ref. lo: LJA PO Box
1181, Perrysburg, 43552-1181

'"BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISEI
5 Days From S279I Includes Meals,
Port taxes, Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20+ Ot Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules. Bachelor1
Great Beaches. Nightlife1
Ethics Award Winning Company!
www SorinoBrnakTiavsl mm
1-800-678-6386

APPLY NOW START NOW
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY
Cust. Sales/Service
Advancement opportunity
Internships available
Conditions exist. All ages 18*
Apply in Toledo, work in BG area
Call Now! 419-861-6134

M'SPRING BREAKl CANCUN,
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S459+ Tax! FLORIDA S159!
Our Cancun Prices Are S100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners.
30-50t Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos al
www SnnnoBrnakTravel r.nm
1-800-678-6386.
"»1 Spring BrMk Wharf I I nwest prices guaranteed. Book 11 people, get 12th trip free! Group discounts for 6+www.SpringBraaJiDia
CQunts.com i ' BOO B38 §202

Services Offered
'Tired of missing deadlines because
you have other assignments9
Your Problems Are Solved
QuikType Services will type
resumes, reports, term papers &
business plans.
Quik Type offers fast, accurate service with reasonable rates that vary
Call419-9170338loselupan
appt.
or email lynette_25@hotmail.com

COLLEGE STUDENTS! Set your
own hours. Build a Communications
organization. Part-time while
earning
large Commissions. XM radio, internet, more products. Join today.
www.excelir.com/debtfreeatlast
1-866-217-9389.
IBARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
CYO Boys/Girls volunteer basketball
coaches needed for winter season.
Contact Scott at
sehmans@bgnet bgsu.edu or
Ken at kfortney@bgohio.org
EXTRA INCOME OPPORTUNITIES
www. ma rket46 .co m
Earn xtra $$$$ promo code 9056.
Fitness Instuctors wanted for Step,
Aerobics, Water & Spinning classes.
Free membership included for
teaching! Great pay. just 10 min.
north of BG. Experience preferred
but will train. Apply in person or call
Holiday Park Fitness Club in
Perrysburg 419-874-8442. Ask for
Mindy or Marcia.

AVON. Interested in having a party
or a fund raiser, or just buying great
products for you or someone else?
Call 419-214-5940 for more info, or
a catalog Ask for Denise.

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15 ■ $125 & more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

-

'

Are you SCARED about the
possibility of a
MILITARY DRAFT?
YOU SHOULD BE!!!
Find out why:
Listen to OBB RADIO this Sunday
Night from 9:30 to 10:00 pm on
WBGU, 88.1 FM
Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT- assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No
exp. necessary. Part-time, full-time
and sub positions avail, ranging
from 15-70 hours biweekly. Salary
$8 50-513 18 per hr based upon
exp. High school diploma/GED required. Application packet may be
obtained from Wood County Board
of MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Ln.
Rd . Bowling Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday 8am-4.30pm EOE.

Come find out...
Meet the sisters of Phi Mu
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mo irdcak^bgnet.bgsn.edu
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For Sale

Voodoo spells
Pueblo people
mater
Legend automaker
Hot box
Detroit gridder
Commonplace
Enter uninvited
Antlered crealure
Runaway Gl
Combo bet
Former Princess of Wales,
casually
Venetian-blind strips
Kingdom
Transfixes
-Rich Man, Poor Man" author
Squat down
Gray-faced
Manhandle
Nautical craft
Bullpen stat

Roundish shapes
Part of mm
Interlocking
Assumed names
The Mod Squad" role
Feminist Lucretia
Celebes buffalo
Frills
Oscar or Cornel
Poisonous evergreen
NBA team
Oman capital
Protective paper
Actress Garr
Ginger cookie
Unwanted e-mail
Mata
R.E. Lee's nation
Dressing table
Talk-show host
Gibbons

55
56
57
58
60
63
65

-Lollta" novelist
U.S. undercover grp
Restoration poet
Go straight
Impresario Sol
"Wailing for Lefty"
dramatist
Nut cake
Go away!
and void
SSS status
"Auk) Lang
•
Kimono sash
Sci-fi Doctor

45 Feel concern
46 Cut short
47 Satellite of Uranus
49 Letter flourish
51 Lamaze subject
53 Gung-ho guy
56 Stuck up
59 Military grp.
61 Wedding declaration
62 Perfectly satisfactory
64 Proprietor
66 Table spread
67 Black, to Blake
68 Scarlett's love
69 Norway's patron saint
70 Goddess of victory
71 "Dah" man
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THF WORLD LEADER IN TEST PRI-P

Celtic Tapestrtes. Perfect lor
Walls, Beds, Tables, Curtains,
etc.
Many designs, sizes, colors avail.
www.mithrasshleld.om

GMAT

GRE

MCAT

LSAT

l-800-KAP-TEST •

Piano for sale. Baldwin spinet, excellenl condition. S15O0 OBO. 3726837 or rklein@bgnet.bgsu.edu

For Rent

Precious Moments, collection of 33
pieces including retired, suspended
& Collectors Club figurines
$525.00
Call 419-354-0201

For Rent

44
46
48
50
52
54

43 Action site

■

1996 Dodge Intrepid S380O. Great
condition! For more info, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273.
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6 Tramp
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NCLEX

KAPLAN

www.KAPT1SI.COM

THeSAGMTO CACTUS, FOWDIU
TH£ SOWMeSTEftJ MUITED STATES

Large 2 bedroom apt. m Fmdlay
25 min. from BG campus
419-429-0832
Subteaser needed for 467 S. Summit #57. Spring Semester. Clean,
quiet, residential area. Close to town
S campus. Call 419-308-3138.

" Rooms avail, now $230/mo.
1or 2 bdrm.apts avail. 2nd
semester
Listings avail, for 05' & 06' school yr.
24/7 ® 316 E. Merry *3
or call 353-0325. 9am-9pm

5 room house for rent
Available Aug. 25
352-5822

1 bedroom apt.
$300 tor 1st 3 months.
Call 419-378-1409.

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW
CaU 353-5800

1 bedroom apt for rent.
$350 & utilities. Avail, in Jan.
Call 419-352-7990
2 bdrm turn, apt NO smoking, NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu. util.
Call 353-5074.

M KMtacaMfH li

2 or 3 bdrm. furn. apt.
Available immediately.
419-352-5239
2 rms. in country home with family
and pets. Females pref. Full house
privileges. Meals and util. incld. Park
ing in garage. 10 mm. from BG.
S225/person with 2 people rent
neg.
419-669-0329 Charlene.

• l&i bdrm apta
3 txlnn Twnhs
• Dishwasha
• i raifoage Disposal .

• Washer Dryer Hook-up
u 3 bdrm)
• Carporu BGSI Bus Mop

Great location 3-5 bdrm. house. All
appliances, w/d. gas. a/c Pets possible Lg. yard. Call 353-2382.
Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm.. apt. 1 bath, water
incl.. laundry tacit., security bklg.
$525-550 month. 734-850-0121.

/rff^CA

Evergreen Apt.
215E. Poe
• 1 &2 bdrm

• Laundn on site
• BGSI bus stop
/CfTfrCA
Moniirmcm ■■„.

Heinzsite Apt.
710 N. Enterprise
CMMf ■ //f//-J<tY/y

Baked
Meatloaf
MailabU from 4 pm HI 10 pm
Freshly-baked Meatlmf served with
Mashed PbCUDW,' Wivy, (.Inmbrcad
SIUHIIU:, Vcpnablc .mJ Coleslaw.

OOESKJ'T ggou)

• 2 bdrms

•
•
•
•

Dishwasher
i tarbage Disposal
wfeshei Dryer in I bdrms
CAN WALK TO CAMPUS
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The Best Seal In Town
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CINEMA 5

Sdi«4ulf Good III 9/24/M ftni 919JU
Sky Cjpuin and Ihe World of Tomorrow (PGI:
il»l.4iC.M0;910l Htftaxs
loudtnt Ifil:A»«ahjVM(R):(l SSI 4W. ? IS. |I0 «|
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II NBiMaa, MMT
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Sp«<ul Midnight Showingi - Tiitiu Si SO:
fftdlT. VOtrmWi im OfclY: ifta^h
IMiyOltobn^nd Umlbmlm

The Sisters of
Alpha Chi Omega
would like to
congratulate

Kari Roetzer
on her pearling to

Steve Novak

4 041 U)WKI'<ai SUIS • NO MSSIS - HO SUfftSAVIItS

cinemark.com
HtStlwl
iTi<rasi»Mj»sti»

APPLY
NOW!
START
NOW!
GREAT

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465! y
On selected floor plans

PAY!

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance

• Flexible schedules around
your classes
• Customer Sales/Service

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome

• Advancement Opportunity

• Convenient on-site parking

• Internships Available
•muTWMIi

N

•Conditions exist

t

n

•All ages 18 and over
♦ ♦♦

Apply

Muincemii in.

Stop by the Office ;tt
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www. niL'irnbg.i "in
for complete listing
for next year.

mmes HMTIL IT

IS 75 /€fl^S OLD.

OPEN NOW
HiUsdale Apt.
1082 Fairvi.u

FREE HEAT

in Toledo

Work
CALL NOW!
419-861-6134

It's Do or Dye
ffo<Vtti«c»l(

HOBBY

■trtrit

Thursday September 30th,
8:00-10:00pm
F<*r a Coffee Cafe Night

I»I ►■»««• t

1 Normand ot silent
movies
2 Florida city
3 Cabinet catchall
4
pro nobis
5 Lipton rival

a
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The icfeafs of'Phi Mu
Love * tfonor* Truth
'Are you the ideaC?
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Gymnastics Coach: immediate
position available for Boy's Team
Coach. Please call 419-873-0511.

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service, www sweetyfinder.com
S4 99/mo.

KAPLAN

brought to you by

area lawmakers.
Mayor Anthony Williams
said the bill was "an insult to
the memory of people wiio
died in our city due to gun violence." Metropolitan Police Chief
Charles Ramsey said the legislation would lead to a "tidal wave"
of more deadly weapons in the
hands of criminals.
The district's non-voting delegate to thel louse, Eleanor] lolmes
Norton, said the homicide rate
in Washington is approaching a
20-year low, hut the rate is rising
among juveniles.
Also at issue was whether
the bill infringed upon the city's
authority to decide on matters
that affect its citizens. Backers of
the bill said the city does not have
the power to enforce unconstitutional laws. Opponents pointed
to court decisions upholding the
capital's gun safety laws.

Personals

Roommate needed to sublease!!!
3 bdrm. Ig. duplex. 2 full baths, w/d.
532 Elm St. Apt. A. S250/mo.
(740) 375-5676 or (740) 375-4996.
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Bull Creek Paintball Park
A Division of RSB Games- An action parted adventure!
30 Acre Paintball Park • Ten Playing Fields • Speedball
Scenario Games • Picnic Area • Private Group Outings & Parties
Paintball Gun Rental, Sales & Repairs • Largest Paintball Selection in tj le area!
low frktsl
ffww.bullcreekpalntball.com
ALL DAY BASIC ADMISSION $3.99
FOR OPEN PLAY SUNDAY ONLY

E«p. 11/26/04

Field: 9703 Greensburg Pk„ Portlge 419.266.4799
Store: 178 S. Main St., Bowling Green 419.353.2176

GAMES

PAINTBALL GUNS & SUPPUES • SPORTS CARDS
MODELS • STRATEGY GAMES • BOARD GAMES
COLLECTABLE CARD GAMES • ROLE-PLAYING GAMES
NETWORK COMPUTER GAME LAB • POKER CHIPS & SUPPLIES
COMIC BOOKS .MAGAZINES • DICE • R/C CARS • TRAINS
GAME ROOMS • 30 ACRE PAINTBALL PARK
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10% Off Any Purchase With Student ID
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178 S. Main ■ Bowling Green ■ 419.353.2176 ■ www.rbhobbv.com ,

